openQA Tests - action #54695
[sles4sap] adapt SAP tests for saptune V2
2019-07-26 13:29 - ldevulder

Status:

Resolved

Start date:

2019-07-26

Priority:

Normal

Due date:

2019-09-30

Assignee:

rbranco

% Done:

100%

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Category:
Target version:
Difficulty:
Description

saptune_V2 has been released and deployed on older SLES4SAP versions through maintenance update.
What needs to be done:
our current tests need to be adapted to support this new version
enhanced our tests with new saptune_V2 functionalities (if needed)
add support for 'mr_testy' test suite
History
#1 - 2019-07-26 16:09 - ldevulder
- % Done changed from 0 to 30
Part of the fixes done: https://github.com/os-autoinst/os-autoinst-distri-opensuse/pull/8031
#2 - 2019-08-08 09:40 - rbranco
- Status changed from New to In Progress
- Assignee changed from ldevulder to rbranco
- % Done changed from 30 to 80
Add saptune v2 tests with mr_test
https://github.com/os-autoinst/os-autoinst-distri-opensuse/pull/8101/
Missing only for Build Validation:
Custom checks for Intel & Power
#3 - 2019-08-15 11:10 - rbranco
- % Done changed from 80 to 90
The test suites were created and added to SLES4SAP 12.
Missing on openQA:
1. The automated bare-metal x86_64 test. The code is there but I'm waiting for Alvaro's fix to be merged.
2. The automated LPAR ppc64le test. The ppc64le machines on openQA run on QEMU.
Fix: Run the mr_tester.sh script on gitlab.suse.de/rbranco/mr_test/
3. Add the test suites to SLE 15 SAP.
Missing on openQA QAM (this should be another #poo issue):
1. Fix the SLES4SAP 12-SP3 openQA job group that hasn't been working for over a year.
2. Optimize the process so they use already installed images (qcow2) instead of installing 12-SP3 each time.
3. Create the the remaining job groups for other SLES4SAP releases: 12-SP2, 12-SP4, 15 & 15-SP1
4. Figure out if the saptune v2 tests can be triggered only for the saptune package.
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#4 - 2019-08-15 12:43 - rbranco
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved
- % Done changed from 90 to 100
#5 - 2019-08-30 05:59 - okurz
This is an autogenerated message for openQA integration by the openqa_review script:
This bug is still referenced in a failing openQA test: sles4sap_scc_gnome_netweaver
https://openqa.suse.de/tests/3306543
#6 - 2019-09-13 06:10 - okurz
This is an autogenerated message for openQA integration by the openqa_review script:
This bug is still referenced in a failing openQA test: create_hdd_sles4sap_gnome_netweaver_sle12
https://openqa.suse.de/tests/3340422
#7 - 2019-09-27 06:28 - okurz
This is an autogenerated message for openQA integration by the openqa_review script:
This bug is still referenced in a failing openQA test: create_hdd_sles4sap_gnome_netweaver_sle12
https://openqa.suse.de/tests/3410947
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